REGINA/DELASALLE PRESENTS
THE BOWL SWAMI
HEART BREAKER BAKERS
2019 TOURNAMENT

DATE: FEBRUARY 9, 2019
TIME: REGISTRATION 8:00AM

5 Star lanes
2666 metropolitan parkway
sterling heights, mi 48310
(586) 939-2550
ADMISSION $5.00

Heartbreak Baker Format
February 9, 2019
Registration at 8:00 A.M.
1. There will be two divisions, one for Varsity and one for Junior Varsity.
2. This Event will be an all Baker Format. All games will be bowled in a
modified Baker Style*. Teams will be allowed substitutions at the
beginning of each baker game but the line-up order can not be
changed. No mid-game substitutions will be allowed unless there is an
emergency. Teams will alternate lanes.
3. Lane assignments will be pre-assigned by the tournament committee
prior to check-in.
4. At 8:45 a.m. a 15 minute practice session will begin.
5. Teams will then bowl 6 (two-game) qualifier matches across 12 lanes.
Even number lane assignments will move one pair to the right. Odd
number lane assignments will move one pair to the left. One lane courtesy
should be observed during competition. Scoring for the Baker Match will
be all scratch.
6. The competition will then be cut to the top 16 Teams in each Division (or
an appropriate number based on entries) after the six-match qualifier.
7. There will be a 30 minute meal break after the qualifier.
8. After the meal break, a 10 minute practice session will begin.
9. The competition will then be seeded in matches utilizing the NCAA
match-up format. (Top Seed vs. Bottom Seed, etc.)
10. Next, the athletes will bowl head-to-head, best two of three, Baker
matches until the field has been reduced to the final four. Each match will
be decided by the team who wins two games. Total pins will not be a
factor in deciding the winner. In the event of a tie, there will be a fourframe Baker roll-off. This will be the last 4 bowlers of the tied game.
11. Winners of the Final Four will roll-off to decide first and second place.
12. Losers of the Final Four will roll-off to decide third and fourth place.
13. Awards presentation immediately following. Awards will be given to
the Top Four in each division.

